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ABSTRACT

In an environment of increased cost, regulation, and accountability the ability to
do unlimited testing to verify the pefiormance parameters of a product are diminishing.
At the same time liability and maintenance concerns are requiring that clearly established
operating conditions be defined. Because of this, product developers often encounter
situations where reliability, and the cotildence in that reliability, are mandated but only a
limited number of test can be performed to validate these mandated conditions. A
methodology is presented for establishing performance parameters in these situations.
The methodology is based on Bayesian Hypothesis Testing theory. It is shown how an
iterative hypothesis can be defined, Within the a Bayesian framework equations are
derived for computing a necessary prior, determining the minimum number to test
needing to be performed, establishing how many ftilures can be observed for a given
number of tests, and inferring an overall reliability distribution.

When reliability, confidence, and the number of allowable validation tests are
mandate~ 13ayesian hypothesis theory can be used to define how many failures are
allowed in testing. Once that value is known, the value of performance parameters
defined in the hypotheses corresponding with that level of failure can be determined. In
the example presented, the pex$ormance metric is mechanical failure load. After the
petiormance limit is determined for the mandated conditions, families of reliability and
confidence curves can be generated over the range of performance values. In the
example presente~ a reliability distribution is computed for a fixed confidence ot$%xthe
range of load intervals. Equations for computing distribution in both the forward and
backward directions are presented.
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Determining Performance with Limited Testing
Mandated

when Reliability and Confidence are

R. M. Dolin, C. A. Treml
Los Ahunos National Laboratory, ESA-E& Los Ahunos, NM 87545

Abstract

In an environment of increased cost, regzdationj and
accountability, the ability to do ainhnited te~”ng to verzfi
theperjionnance parameters of a product are diminishing.
At the me time, Iiabiiity and maintenance concerns are
reqdring that clearly eskxblished operating conditions be
&fined Because of this, prodkt &elopers often
encounter situations where reliability, and the conji%%nce
in that reliability, are manahted Furthermore, oidy a
limited rwmber of tests can be performed to valitkrte these
man&ted conditiorw. A rnethoddogy is presented for
establishing pe~ormance parameters in these situations.
ZhemethoMogy is basedon Bayesian H~thesis Testing
theory. It is shown how an iterative hypothesis can be
d@ed Within the a Bayesim@amework eqamtions are
a%rtvedfor computing a necesxzry prior, aktermining the
minimum number of tests needhg to be performed
establishing h many fm”lures can be observed for a
gh.en number of tests, and inferring an overall reliability
distribution gi”vena manahtedwnfk!ence.

1 Introduction

As costs and regulations continue to rise, the ability to
perform unlimited testing is diishing. At the same time,
liabfity and maintenance concerns have increased
sensitivity to product performance reliability. In some
situations product reliability is mandated a priori” and the
necessmy ecmfldence in that reliability is rdso stipulated.
Furthermore, in these situations, verifying a product
coniiorms to mandated condhions must oilen be done with
a predetermined limited number of experiments.

This paper presents a methodology for establishing a
product performance hypothesis via limited testing when
reliability and confidence are mandated. Using classical
Bayesian based binomial hypothesis testing formulas we
develop a methodology for determining a necessary
hypothesis given mandated conditions. We also show how
this approach can be used with historical information to
define a neeesaruy prior probability. Finally, once a
hypothesis has been established based on the results of

limited testing we derive the equations for intkrring an
overall reliab~hy dkribution.

An example problem is presented whereby this
methodology is used to predict the overall petiormanee
characteristics of an inventory based on the results of
twenty-five performance tests randomly ,seketed tkom the
inventory with product relkdility and confidence
mandated. A necessary prior probability is determined
based on the results of ten historical tests. Finally, after
the hypothesis has been deterrnine~ i.e., the petiormance
characteristics define& a reliability distribution is generated
to infer reliability over a range of perilormance values.

2 Bayesian Binomial Hypothesis Testing

In hypothesis testing, one or more propositions are
stated and probabilistic ini%renceis used to determine what
hypothesis is correct and under what circumstances it is
valid. Beyond simply determining the truth or fidsity of a
propositio~ hypothesis testing can be utilized in other
ways. For example, probabilistic inference can be used to
determine how many products &om some inventory need
to be tested in order to achieve a prescribed level of
probable eontidenee that the remaking products in the
inventory ~ have some characteristic defined by the
hypotheses.

A framework for hypothesis testing ean be developed
using Bayes’ theorem. This fhunework is used to estimate
the number of tests required to achieve some mandated
level of reliability and confidence in an inventory. The
approach used to develop our methodology is based
Jaynes’ Bayesian based binomial hypothesis testing. [5]
Rather than approaching uncertainty from the classic
flequentist standpoint, we treat it as a measure of ones
current state of knowledge.

Using the concept of evidence developed within the
Bayesian tkunework we measure the impact new
information has on the current state of knowledge. In this
ftamework evidence is dependent on prior knowledge as
weU as on whatever knowledge is gained insitu. It is
shown by example, that evidence can be used to not only
establish a hypothesis in mandated situatio~ but also to
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determine how many tests are necessary to validate the
problem’s premises.

2.1 Hypodwsis Testing Formula

The Bayesian binomial hypothesis test formula can be
stated in terms of probalilhy or evidence. Evidence is
defined in units of decibels and is a linear fbnction of
probability. In general, evidence is a mom convenient
system of units in which to represent knowledge. The
general Bayesian based binomial hypothesis testing
equation for confidence given as

e(AID,X)= <4X) + ( W$● ns) + {wf ●nf).

Where

e(AID,Xj =

e(A\X) =

w. =

Wf =

?lX =

nf =

Evidence supporting hypothesis A
given test data D and prior
knowledge X (the posterior
confidence).
Evidence supporting hypothesis A
given prior knowledge (the prior
probability).
Weightii ihctor for success (ratio
of probabdities for success of
hypothesis A over hypothesis B).
Weighting factor for ftilure (ratio
of probabilities for failure of
hypothesis A over hypothesis B).
Number of successes encountered
dzlringtesting.
Number of t%ilures found during
testing.

2.2 Hypothesis Testing Process

The general hypothesis testing process can be broken
into the following steps.

1)

2)

3)

State the hypotheses. For example,

A Products are at least R reliable for loads up to and
includ~ L.

B: Products are at least r reliable for loads up to and
including L

Combme pre-existing data and intlormation into a Prior
Probability.

P(AIX) = Probability that hypothesis A is true given
any prior knowledge X.

Use the product rule of probability theory to apply
Bayes theorem.

4)

3

P(QA x)= P@l/QL)-P(A{X)

P(A\D,X). P(DIX)

Here, P(~D,X) is the probabdity hypothesis A is true
given current data D and prior knowledge X. This is
o%m called the posterior probability or simply
posterior. It is a measure of confidence in the primary
hypothesis. The P(D]&Q is ofien called the likelihood
probability, or just the likelihood.

Define the confidence formula that measures the degree
of belief in hypothesis A being true given all currently
available information.

Mathematical Derivation for Mandated
Situations

For a given hypothes~ we can define weighting
fbnctions specifying the contribution each test result has on
our confidence in the validity of the hypothesis. Rewriting
the hypothesis testing equation for confidence yields,

Confidence = ~or + w,, n, -I- Wf(n,-n,)].

While confidence is usually expressed in units of
percentage it is mathematically convenient to work in
units of decibels, which are loglo based. Confidence (C)
expressed in decibels is 10log10[C /(100 - C)]dB. This is

generally referred to as Evidence, and is written

E = [P+ w= . n= + w,. (n_-nJJ. (1)

Where, E, P, w,, and Wfiare all expressed in decibels and
defined as follows:

E=

P=

w~ =

Wf =

Evidence supporting the validity of the
hypothesis. It’s a measure of confidence,
e.g., if E = 12.94dB, then there is a 95°h
confidence the hypothesis is true.
Degree of belief the hypothesis is true prior to
testing. For binomial testing the minimum
confidence is 50?40,usually afler assessment
of available knowledge, this adjusts upward.
Weighting fkctor for success. Amount
contldence increases with each successful
test.
Weighting factor for ftilure. Amount



confidence decreases with each i%ilure.
n* = Number of tests periiormed.
n. = Number of successes in them tests.

In a Iimited testing environment an upper bound on nt
is known. The number of fhilures, m, allowed in nr tests
while maintaining k confidence in the hypothesis is either
determined based on the hypothesis or specified a priori
based on other criteria and used to detlne the hypothesis.
Writing the evidence equation (1) in terms of the allowable
failures variable q yields

E = [P + w,(n, -m) + w~.m]

fkom this it follows:

P+w=-n, –E
m=

W=-wf “

This formula specifies the m t%iluresin a series of rz~tests
that are allowed while maintaining k confidence in the
hypothesis. In other words, given an hypothesis H and
prior belief P we can determine how many fidures, m, can
be absorbed while maintaining a mandated confidence
(expressed as evidence ./2)

Suppose the performance characteristics of an
invento~ are to-be-determined based on the results of a
limited test series. The rnventory is mandated to operate at
a to-be-determined performance level such that the
products are R reliable with k confidence. If the fiiilure
loads observed in testing are ordered fi-om highest to
lowest, the m lowest &ilure loads can be disregard because
they represent the allowable ftilures that can be absorbed.
The (m+ I)a lowest failure load then becomes the
established performance load, L, specified for the
conditions of the hypothesis. For example

etc. . .

The lowest fkilure bad found in testing is
the established performance load since we
can accept no ftilures. (The hypothesis is
subsequently modified to refkxt this.)

We can absorb one failure in the test
series so the second lowest failure load
observed in testing becomes the
performance metric the hypothesis is
modified to refiect.

We can absorb two fMures in testing so
the third lowest ftiure load observed in
testing becomes the performance metric
the hypothesis is modified to reflect.

3.1 Failure Load Intervals

There are many uncertainties involved with testing for
failure, The sensitivity of the test equipment, the
repeatability of an experiment, and the consistency of the
test samples themselves just to name a fm. Because of
this load intervals are oflen used when establishing product
performance. Load intervals assume that fkilures within a
given range of loads represent equivalent fhilures. When
load intervals are used, the hypotheses is modified to
capture the allowable ranges. It’s the responsibility of
decision-makers to define the ranges and determine their
distinctions.

The measured fdure loads for a series of tests are
discretized based on problem fidelity. A possiile set of
load ranges that might be used to discretize what is often
viewed as continuous measurements for fhilure loads, Lf is
shown in Table 1. The sample discretization is shown for
the resuhs of a series of 25 tests.

Load Interval ~
/

Load Range I # fihlres

h I LOc Lf SLl I 1

k L1 c Lf<L2 1

J-a L2 < Lf <L3 1

& L3 < LfSLd 4
LS L4 < ~sL5 I 2
L6 L5 c Lf SL6 3

b Lb c LfSL7 6

La L7 c Lf<L8 4

L L8 < Lf <L9 2
Lla L9 < LfsL1o 1/ %

Table 1: Load Range Discretkation

Usually, it is convenient to view this discretization in the
form of its comesponding histogram for the number of
failures per load interval. Figure 1 shows the histogram of
failure loads corresponding to table 1.

LILz I.3L4LSL6L7 La L9 Llo
Load Intarwal

Figure 1: Failure Histogram



3.2 Determiningg Failure

O&m confidence and reliability are mandated by
technical, performance, administrative, or regulatory
requirements. When its known prior to testing that with k
confidence, R?! of the time a test must be successful, the’
products definition of ftihtre can be determined. Since
only k confidence with R reliabfity is sough$ fiiilure loads
of individual products can be omitted when establishing the
definition of failure.

This reverses the logic of standard hypothesis testing
making the hypothesis itself the iterative solution variable.
In the language of biiomial hypothesis testing the stated
hypothesizes become

A At least R?? of products survive loads at or above
load L..

B: At least r% of products survive loads at or below
load 1.

Hypothesis A is the desired level of relialili~. Hypothesis
B is the lowest acceptable level of reliabtity.

Suppose it is mandated that the desired reliabfity of a
product inventory is 90%, while the lowest acceptable
level of reliabfity is 80%. Thq

P{Sl&D) = W1OO = 0.90
P(F&D) = (1OO-R)/ 100 = 0,10
P(S\B>D) = r/100 = 0.80
P(FIB,D) = (100-r)/ 100 = 0.20

where P(Sl&D) is the probability of success (however we
ultimately choose to define it), given hypothesis A and data
D. Likewise, P(l?l&D) is the probability of tliilure given
hypothesis A and data D. Each time a test fds at or above
L. we increase our degree of belief in hypothesis A by the
amount w,, where in this exampl%

W, = 10 log [0.9/0.8]= 0.5115 ~S.

Each time a test %iIsbelow 1we decrease our degree of
belief in hypothesis A by the amount W6where,

Wf = 10 log [0. 1/0.2]= -3.0103 dBs.

The number of successtid tests needed to overcome a
single failure is then given by,

N = Iw~fw, I = 5.885-6 tests.

3.3 Prior Probabilities

Priors are used to capture and apply within an analysis
all the knowledge available prior to starting the problem.
[4,9] Whenever a hypothesis is stated, there is some
degree ofbelieve on its validity. At a minimum in binomial
hypothesis testing we must prefer one hypothesis over the
other. If not the hypothesis problem is poorly formed.
Hence, the prefmed hypothesis has to have a prior
probability of least 50%.

One approach to establishing a prior probability is based
on subjective metrics. [3,6] For example, given hypothesis
A is preferred to hypothesis B, how much more is it
preferred, a little or a lot? Based on all the presently
available knowledge, e.g., testing simulatio% expert
opinio% etc., is it possible to say hypothesis A has a 60%
chance of being true? If so, can it codortably be said that
hypothesis A has a 70% chance of being true? What about
80Yo? Where one stops being comfortable with the
likelihood hypothesis A is true is the starting prior for the
analysis.

There are many techniques that can be used to
determine a prior probability. The approached described
above js a combmed application of the equivalence and
choice rules of prior probability assessment. [2] The power
of a prior, and of Bayesian methods in general, is that they
allow you to start a problem with your best judgement or
belief in the outcome incorporated into the modeh Testing
is then an exercise to determine how much the actual
probabtity is greater or less than your initial conception,
This ultimately leads to a solution with fewer experiments
than would be required by classical fiequentist approaches
since in essence these classical methods start with a zero
prior probability.

The downside to picking a poor prior is that you’ll need
more testing to conclude the truth or non-truth of a
hypothesis. However, data eventually overwhelms a bad
prior. [7,8] It’s just a matter of how much data it’s going
to take. Less subjective and more mathematically rigorous
approaches can also be used to determine the prior
probabdity. These more analytical methods would be
preferred when there is quantitative information available,
for example, ftom historical tests or analysis simulation. In
many situations quantitative informatio~ when available, is
combined with qualitative knowledge, like expert opinion
to formulate a prior.

3.4 Determining the Minimum Number of Tests

Often it is of interest to know how many tests are
required to prove or dtsprove a hypothesis. This can be
for economic reasons like estimating the costs for a
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deliverable, or scheduling environmental, or limited supply
of resource reasons, just to name a fkw. To determine the
fewest number of tests required to be k confident in a
hypothesi~ we need to modifi the language of the
hypothesis. For example, hypothesis A might be modified
to say

A: At least R% of an inventory survives the smallest
observed failure load in nf validation tests.

In other words, the desired reliability, ~ is used to define
how many physical tests need to be performed using the
smallest failure load observed as the load Ihnit 1.. For the
minimum test case, m==o,i.e., no fdures are allowed.
m%

E= P+w, *nti~*

nmjm= (E -P)/ W.

This represents a lower limit on the number of tests
needing to be preformed since it assumes no failures are
observed (m= O). If for whatever reason we can perllorm
more than this minimuw nm~test% then we can determine
how many tests need to be penlormed suocesstidly? In
other words, if we allowed m t%lures what would the
value of zztbe?

O&n n, is either known or mandated. In those
situations, we can determine m and from that determine L
and ultimately the final kmguage of our hypothesis. For
example, suppose the number of tests that can be
performe~ n,, is mandated, then

E = P+w&g-nz)+w~”nz.

We are interested in determining the number of allowable
ftilures, in, that can be observed while maintaining k
confidence in hypothesis A given that nt tests can be
pdormed. To accommodate this, hWothesis A is
UIOdifiedsuch that,

A: At least R?? of an inventory suwes the (m+l)a
lowest observed failure load (L) in n, vs.hdation
tests.

Then the number of allowable ilkiluresgiven this hypothesis
is,

m = (E- P- W$nJ/(WII-WJ.

3.5 Determining the Necessary Prior from
Limited Testing

If we are in a limited testing situation and want to
determine the necessary prior in order to realize some
desired reliability in a threshold loa& two cases can be
considered The fist case involves allowing no fdures and
the second case assumes some allowable number of
failures. The first case yields the more conservative
estimate of a necessary prior.

In Cure 1, no i%lures are allowed to maintain k
confidence in hypothesis A. If no observed failures are
allowed, say because n, is small or because we need a
conservative estimate, the following formulation is used to
determine the necessary prior.

nt= (E-P) i w.*

p = E + (7Z,”W$)

In Case 2, in ftihmes are allowed while maintaining k
confidence in hypothesis A. There may be times when
some ftilures are allowed. For example, if a relatively
large number of test samples are available or we want to
drive the solution to the highest reasonable lQad interval.
Then the following formulation can be used to determine
the necessary prior.

m(wr w.) = E-P - (n, ● WJ

*P = E+m(w, -w)-(nt. w.)

The necessary prior can be determined in a limited
testing environment where either the numbers of samples
available for testing is small, or little historical knowledge
is available. The necessary prior can be use in situations
where it is either desired or required to maintain a
minimum confidence in the validity of hypothesis A, and if
we know the desired or required probability of success, R.

The necessary prior ean be used to determine the
performance load interval, L, for our hypothesis. In other
words, of tdl the possiile load intervals, which one do we
have a degree of belief in behg true that’s equivalent to the
computed prior? Whatever load interval that is represents
the periiormance load L in the iterative solution hypothesis.

4 Example: Limited Test Environment with
Mandated Reliability and Confidence

Suppose tecJmi@ administrative, or regulatory
requirements mandate a load limit for a product be
established such that the reliability (i.e., probabilhy of
success) is R=90 and the confidence in that reliability
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estimate is k=90. A limited test series is to be undertake%
but because resources are limited only 25 test samples are
available. Binomial hypothesis theory is to be employed.
Because a Bayesian based approach is use~ a prior
probaMity needs to be determined.

4.1 Historically Based Necessary Prior

In a series often tests performed last year, the lowest
observed failure was 1.Ik. It is decided a necessary prior
can be determined allowing one declared failure. In other
words, m=l. This decision is based on the reasoning that
one f~ure in ten tests is approximately a 90% relkibiity.
Expert opinion is that this is a reasonable assumption. The
equation for determining the necessmy prior is

P ==E+ ?ZI(WZ- Wjj) - Nmt$● W,)

=E+w, -wf -low,

= E-9w3-wf

= 9.5424- 9(0.5115)+ 3.0103

= 7.9492 dib = 86.2%

At this point it is not know, which load interval to base
the primary hypothesis on. This is because the number of
fhilures that can be tolerated in the current test series is not
known. The established product per!lormanee failure load
is a i.imction of the number of fdures that can be tolerated
along with the outcome of the tests once perfbrmed.

Recall that only 25 test samples are available and both
relialilky and confidence have been mandated. Hence, the
number of fkilures that can be absorbed while maintaining
k confidence in R reliability is

m =(E-P-N@$l, *w$)/(wf–w,)
=[9.5424 -7.9492- 25(0.5115)]/(-3 .0103 - 0.5115)
= 3.1786-3 f8ilures.

This means that the product pertlormance failure load
will be determined by conducting the 25 tests and
recording the failure interval for each test. The results can
then be ordered tlom lowest fkilure load to highest. Thq
the forth lowest ftilure load can be used as the load knit
parameter L in hypothesis A.

A: We are 90% coniident that 90% of our inventory
survives loads up to and including L.

Another way to state this conclusion in terms of load
intervals is

A: With 90% conildence, 90% of the time a randomly
selected product from our inventory survives loads
up to and inckding L.

4.2 Building a Reliability versus Load
Distribution

It’s oflen necessary to understand how reliability is
distributed over an inventory rather than only knowing the
load interval for which some mandated reliability is vdld.
In addition to knowing for load intervals less than or equal
to L we areat least k confident in being R relh$le, we may
also want to know the reliabfity Ri at other load intervals
~ as well. Recall, in binomial hypothesis testing there are
two hypothesis statements one, of which one must be
valid. In general there is not a crisp separation for when
one hypothesis is invahd and the other is vdld. This
margin of uncertainty w be captured by writing both
hypotheses in terms of one set of parameters. However,
this would require knowing one of the reliability
parameters as a flmction of the other. This can be
accomplished by forming an iterative hypothesis equation.
For our problem, we state the forward iterative hypotheses
W.

A: With k confidence, R/?? of the time a randomly
selected product fkom an inventory survives loads
up to and including load interval Li.

B. With k contldence, (Rf,J% of the time a randomly
selected product from our invento~ survives loads
up to and including load interval 1+1.

Where ~ is defined to be the i~ load interval for a
monotonically increasing set of loads and Ri the reliability
for the ~ load interval given a fixed value for confidence,
the necessary prior, and the data tlom the current test
series. From Table 1, the relationships between the load
limits Li and load intervals I+ are written, {u. & ~ Lj,
(Li.J< Lf s L,)].

If we assume a mandated confidence ~ a fixed
necessary prior, and utilize current test tiormation, we
can solve the inference evidence equation (1) in terms of
reliability Rj. Philosophically, fixing the prior is saying the
computed reliabtity distribution is consistently based on
the same prior belief. A fwnily of reliability distributions
can be generated using diflkrent priors to change the befief
structure. But that is always true in Bayesian analysis, just
as changing the confidence parameter k yields a family of
rehbiity distributions. [1,11] Using our example, we then
calculate the reliability distribution according to the
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mandated confidence (k=O.9), the necesstuy prior
(P=O.862), and the test data shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Starting with the initial evidence equation (l), we can
develop a hypothesis expression for determining R,. Fust,
we rewriting equation(1) in terms of decibels,

‘=lO’O&@(&)=lOIO’o(*)+e‘
. ..+n$ . Iolog,o(wg)+(n, -n,) “lolog,o(wf ) (2)

where the E is in decibels and C and P are in percentages.
The weighting factors for success and failure, w, and Wfi
respectively, defined in terms of reliability areas follows:

P(S IA)_—
“ - P(S ~B)

Prob(Lf > L, given Ri’XOsurvive loads up toL, )

= Prob@~ > Li given R,+,% survive loads up toLi+l)‘

Where, L~is the load at which tilure occurs and S is the
success of hypothesis A, i.e., Lf > Lt. Itfollows that,

P(~l A) I--P(SIA)

‘J=m=m”

By the definition of reliabfity, we can write, R, = P(S IA).

To write an expression for P(S\B), we must utiIize the
information in the failure histogram from the current test
series

P(SIB) = Ri+I-i-[incremental probability of a failure
occurring in load interval, Lil

= R,+iI-‘~(i + 1) = R,+,+ A,+,,
??,

25
I

o
LI 1.2 L3L41SL8L7L8L$ LIO

Load tntavals

where E,(i) is thenumber of f&lures recorded in load

interval, ~ and A, = nJ(i)/n,. Now, in terms of reliability

and letting log imply loglo, equation (2) becomes,

‘“’(a=’og(+i)’”””
uR,. ..+~.(i+l).lo

R,+$+ A,,, ‘“’”

(l-(~::Ai+l))+ ‘3)
.S-i-rn(i+l).log

Where Ri is the reliabtity stated in hypothesis A and Ri~l is
the reliability of the binomial alternative in hypothesis B
and Ri, .Ri~l, P, and C are represented as probabilities.
Mao, mfi) is the total number of fdures occurring at or
below loads Li (orator below load intervals Li.)

In terms of the failures, the total number of successfid tests
that occur at or below his writtm

72=(i) = n, - m(i).

Rearranging equation (3) and letting ~,+1= R,+,+A,+,, and

q(i) = n,(i) /m(i) yields,

Rearranging (4) and letting K=
k(l -P), ~elds

P(l -k)

where R,+l= fi,+l– A,+t. Equation (5) is the forward

tierence hypothesis equation. Using the example
presented throughout this paper, the constant values in (5)
are

k = 0,9
P = 0.862

Where k is the mandated confidence and P is the necessary
prior based on the mandated conildence and reliability.

Figure 2: Cumufstive Distribution
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In section 4.1, it was shown that m=3 failures are
allowed in the series of 25 tests, while maintaining R = 0.9,

reliability for loads up to an including the (m+ 1)’1recorded
failure load. Figure 2 shows the cumulative t%lures in
each load interval for the 25 tests. Note that&is the load
interval containing m(3) = 3 cumulative fdures, so u is
set as the load limit interval in hypothesis A. From this,
the initial reliability used to solve equation (5) becomes, R3
= 0.9.

Using , R3 = 0.9, P = 0.862, k = 0.9, and the data in
Figures 1 and 2, reliabfities for forward load intervals L4
through Llo can be calculated. This is done by first solving

for the zeros of the polynomial on fi,+l in equation (5),

using MATLAB.[1O] Then calculating R,+,= ~i+l - A~+l.

The results are shown in Table 2.
In a similar manner, the backward inference hypothesis

equation can be form~ using the hypothesis statements:

A: With k confidence, (Ri._J%of the time a randomly
selected product horn an invento~ survives loads
UP tO and iIl&lding Id illtt31V~ ~.1.

B: With k confidence, R,% of the time a randomly
selected product tlom our inventory survives loads
up to and includ~ load interval h

From this, it follows that the backward inference equation
can be Writtw

where Rf = R, - A,. Equation (6) is a polynomial on Ri.l,

and can be solved directly for & , since all other
parameters are known. As with the fonvard problw the
initial value, R3 = 0.9 was used. The resulting reliabilities
for load intervals ~ and& are shown in Table 2.

I L u.c

l-i
“. “ 1; 3 (“

6 0.5 . . . . 18 1 6 (.... ._
7 0.35702 i 22 4 0.21059 I

WE-r mm-l

1 8 I 0.21059 I 24 [ 2 I 0.14429
9 0.14429 I 25 1 0.1lri42

Bachvani Problem

3
2 #

Using forward and backward infkrence hypothesis
equations (5) and (6) with the current test dat% the
mandated confidence (k=o.9), the calculated necessary
prior (P=O.862), and corresponding allowable test fdures
(m=3), the corresponding reliability distribution was
generated. The distribution R, is shown in Figure 3 versus
the corresponding load intervals h.

5

LI12LSL4LSL6L7LSL9 L1O

Load InterVat

Figure 3: Reliability Distribution

Conclusions

Wii a Bayesian based hypothesis-testing tieworlq a I
methodology was presented for establis~g a product’s
performance parameters in these situations.. It was shown
how an iterative hypothesis evolves to satis~ the mandated
condhions. Equations were derived for computing
necessary priors based on available knowledge. Equations
for detwmining the minimum number of validation tests
were also presented. Once these values were know
equations for determining the number of allowable ildlures
given the mandated conditions were derived. It was
shown how all of that knowledge can be determined so as
to define a hypothesis satisfjhg the mandated conditions.
Finally, a methodology for generating an overall reliability
distribution via forward and backward infkrence was
described. An example was presente& whereby a
reliability distribution was computed for a fixed cordidence
over the range of load intervals.
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